
FOR HOME-WORKING & OFFICES,  
‘SEE CABLES, THINK D-LINE’…

Personal office setups, at home or company, 
typically depend on around twenty-foot of  
cables to power the equipment and devices  
we need to do our jobs.  

Then we complain when cables go ‘missing’, look out-of-place  
or seem almost impossible to clean around. But it doesn’t have  
to be that way, with friendly cable organisers readily available… 

D-Line’s made-in-UK ‘easy-to-use, look great!’ cable management 
products require no electrical competence, as most can be  
retro-fitted around existing cables. 

Cable Tidy Units hide socket blocks and cable clutter.  
Popular on floors and desktops, cables go in or out via rear  
exits. The Units combine style, safety & robustness in a practical 
design. When in the Cable Tidy Unit, extension sockets and plugs 
become less accessible; wasted space is returned; cleaning is  
easier; and the cables remain where you need them to be and  
less likely to be ‘borrowed!’ by others. 

D-Line Cable Tube’s are flexible and pre-split to welcome cables 
dropping behind a desk. Users simply push in (or pull out) cables  
via the split-seam – different to expandable Spiral Wraps which  
can be wrapped around cable bundles up to 40mm diameter.  
D-Line Cable Zipper works best for encapsulating several  
cables that are over two metres long.  

For underside a desktop or up a desk leg, D-Line CableTraC’s  
are peel & stick lengths with a pliable top section that allows  
cables to enter or exit at any point. The modern ½-round shape  
is gentle on impact, easy to clean, and non-metallic so lengths  
are easy to cut if needed.   

Around the desk, Cable Tidy Clips, and Bases, are peel & stick 
solutions for keeping cables where you want - so eliminating  
wasted time. And hook & loop Band is ideal for sorting loose cables, 
keeping them close, while being reusable and multi-purpose! 

Wherever we work, be it at home or an office, with a D-Line solution 
for every scenario, cable management has never been easier… 
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